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EZISAN

Ezisan have designed and developed a method to sanitize
human hands and small objects with the same technology. The
Ezisan machine is silent and very unobtrusive in use, and it
coats the hands or small objects with a non-destructive mist
which significantly reduces viral and bacterial matter including
covid variants. It is considered a front-line method to reduce
cross contamination from human contact. It is also a good
method to assist staff to work more safely together mainly
because unlike “WET” and “SOME GEL” formulations it does
not readily irritate the skin which promotes repetitive and
prolonged use by users. Remember with Ezisan the same
system that sanitizes your hands can quickly and repeatedly
sanitize your cell phone or other daily use small objects such as
keys etc., unlike any other wet system.

The system also is far more economical in use than wet systems
and there is a significant reduction in single use plastics. It is
also noted by users that there is a significant reduction in
drips, general mess and slip hazards within sanitizing areas
when Ezisan is employed. Also, there is no need to use single
use paper towels, and the most important feature of all is that
the system is truly “NO TOUCH”

INTRODUCTION

HAND AND SMALL OBJECT  SANITIZER SYSTEMS



EZISAN LPS-1 LOW PROFILE SINGLE ENTRY

A hand and small object sanitizer
designed to operate on higher desks and
reception areas over 1000mm high.

Hands or objects are inserted through the
single hole and mist is automatically
applied in a controlled area to whatever
is placed inside the protective dome. It
automatically times out to ensure the
best efficacy possible. A series of blue
lights illuminate the misting area to
guide you where to place your hands or
small object

An optional battery pack and charger is
available for customers who may require
it (BPC- 1)

MATERIALS Stainless Steel and 
quality polymers

SIZE 400mm Diameter
450mm tall

WEIGHT 5kg ready to ship
COLOUR Black and Chrome
VOLTAGE 12vdc (transformer)
CAPACITY 3.4 Ltrs
APPROVAL UKCA, ROHS, 

EN 55032
EN60950-1

FEATURES BASIC SPECIFICATION

HAND AND SMALL OBJECT 
SANITIZER



EZISAN LPD-1 LOW PROFILE DUAL  ENTRY

A hand and small object dual entry sanitizer
designed to operate on higher desks and
reception areas over 1000mm high.

Hands or objects are inserted through the single
hole which may be received by another person
where the mist is automatically applied in a
controlled area to whatever is placed inside the
protective dome. The Ezisan automatically times
out to ensure the best efficacy possible. A series
of blue lights illuminate the effective misting
area to guide you where to place your hands or
small object

We allow customers to specify their own sanitizer
liquid as there is significant choice and many
customers have existing relationships with their
chemical suppliers, but Ezisan can advise new
users in keeping operational costs low.

An optional battery pack and charger is available
for customers who may require it (BPC- 1)

MATERIALS Stainless Steel and 
quality polymers

SIZE 400mm Diameter
450mm tall

WEIGHT 5kg ready to ship
COLOUR Black and Chrome
VOLTAGE 12vdc (transformer)
CAPACITY 3.4 Ltrs
APPROVAL UKCA, ROHS, 

EN 55032 
EN60950-1

FEATURES BASIC SPECIFICATION

HAND AND SMALL OBJECT  SANITIZER (ALLOWS 
OBJECTS TO BE EXCHANGED THROUGH THE 
SANITIZER SUCH AS CREDIT CARDS AND KEYS ETC)



EZISAN DS-1 DESKTOP SINGLE ENTRY

A hand and small object sanitizer
designed to operate on desks between
650mm - 900mm high.

Hands or objects are inserted through the
single hole and mist is automatically
applied in a controlled area to whatever
is placed inside the protective dome. It
automatically times out to ensure the
best efficacy possible. A series of blue
lights illuminate the misting area to
guide you where to place your hands or
small object

An optional battery pack and charger is
available for customers who may require
it (BPC- 1)

MATERIALS Stainless Steel and 
quality polymers

SIZE 400mm Diameter
550mm tall

WEIGHT 5.5kg ready to ship
COLOUR Black and Chrome
VOLTAGE 12vdc (transformer)
CAPACITY 3.4 Ltrs
APPROVAL UKCA, ROHS, 

EN 55032 
EN60950-1

FEATURES BASIC SPECIFICATION

HAND AND SMALL OBJECT 
SANITIZER



EZISAN DD-1 DESKTOP DUAL  ENTRY

A hand and small object dual entry
sanitizer designed to operate on higher
desks and reception areas between
650mm - 900mm high.

Hands or objects are inserted through the
single hole which may be received by
another person where the mist is
automatically applied in a controlled area
to whatever is placed inside the
protective dome. The Ezisan
automatically times out to ensure the
best efficacy possible. A series of blue
lights illuminate the effective misting
area to guide you where to place your
hands or small object

An optional battery pack and charger is
available for customers who may require
it (BPC- 1)

MATERIALS Stainless Steel and 
quality polymers

SIZE 400mm Diameter
550mm tall

WEIGHT 5.5kg ready to ship
COLOUR Black and Chrome
VOLTAGE 12vdc (transformer)
CAPACITY 3.4 Ltrs
APPROVAL UKCA, ROHS, 

EN 55032
EN60950-1

FEATURES BASIC SPECIFICATION

HAND AND SMALL OBJECT  SANITIZER (ALLOWS 
OBJECTS TO BE EXCHANGED THROUGH THE 
SANITIZER SUCH AS CREDIT CARDS,KEYS, 
ELECTRONIC DEVICES ETC)



EZISAN PS-1 PEDISTAL SINGLE ENTRY

A hand and small object sanitizer designed to
operate as a free-standing device. The large
metal base can be removed, and the post
permanently fixed to the floor if required.
The central post may be cut and adjusted to
the height desired

Hands or objects are inserted through the
single hole and mist is automatically applied
in a controlled area to whatever is placed
inside the protective dome. It automatically
times out to ensure the best efficacy
possible. A series of blue lights illuminate the
misting area to guide you where to place
your hands or small object

An optional battery pack and charger is
available for customers who may require it
(BPC- 1)

MATERIALS Stainless Steel and 
quality polymers

SIZE 400mm Diameter
1250mm tall

WEIGHT 7.5kg ready to ship
COLOUR Black and Chrome
VOLTAGE 12vdc (transformer)
CAPACITY 3.4 Ltrs
APPROVAL UKCA, ROHS, 

EN 55032 
EN60950-1

FEATURES BASIC SPECIFICATION

HAND AND SMALL OBJECT 
SANITIZER



EZISAN PD-1 PEDISTAL DUAL  ENTRY

A hand and small object sanitizer designed to
operate as a free-standing device. The large
metal base can be removed, and the post
permanently fixed to the floor if required.
The central post may be cut and adjusted to
the height desired

Hands or objects are inserted through the
single hole which may be received by
another person where the mist is
automatically applied in a controlled area to
whatever is placed inside the protective
dome. The Ezisan automatically times out
to ensure the best efficacy possible. A series
of blue lights illuminate the effective misting
area to guide you where to place your hands
or small object

An optional battery pack and charger is
available for customers who may require it
(BPC- 1)

MATERIALS Stainless Steel and 
quality polymers

SIZE 400mm Diameter
1250mm tall

WEIGHT 6kg ready to ship
COLOUR Black and Chrome
VOLTAGE 12vdc (transformer)
CAPACITY 3.4 Ltrs
APPROVAL UKCA, ROHS, 

EN 55032 
EN60950-1

FEATURES BASIC SPECIFICATION

HAND AND SMALL OBJECT  SANITIZER (ALLOWS 
OBJECTS TO BE EXCHANGED THROUGH THE 
SANITIZER SUCH AS CREDIT CARDS,KEYS, 
ELECTRONIC DEVICES ETC)



EZISAN JS-1 JUNIOR SINGLE ENTRY

A hand and small object sanitizer designed to
operate as a free-standing device focused for
schools and minors of all ages. The large
metal base can be removed, and the post
permanently fixed to the floor if required.
The central post may be cut and adjusted
further to the height desired

Hands or objects are inserted through the
single hole and mist is automatically applied
in a controlled area to whatever is placed
inside the protective dome. It automatically
times out to ensure the best efficacy
possible. A series of blue lights illuminate the
misting area to guide you where to place
your hands or small object

An optional battery pack and charger is
available for customers who may require it
(BPC- 1)

MATERIALS Stainless Steel and 
quality polymers

SIZE 400mm Diameter
750mm tall

WEIGHT 6.5kg ready to ship
COLOUR Black and Chrome
VOLTAGE 12vdc (transformer)
CAPACITY 3.4 Ltrs
APPROVAL UKCA, ROHS, 

EN 55032 
EN60950-1

FEATURES BASIC SPECIFICATION

HAND AND SMALL OBJECT 
SANITIZER



EZISAN WM-1 WALL MOUNTED SINGLE ENTRY

A hand and small object sanitizer
designed to operate when securely fitted
to walls or upright structures to avoid trip
hazards and aid cleaning processes.

Hands or objects are inserted through the
single hole and mist is automatically
applied in a controlled area to whatever
is placed inside the protective dome. It
automatically times out to ensure the
best efficacy possible. A series of blue
lights illuminate the misting area to
guide you where to place your hands or
small object

An optional battery pack and charger is
available for customers who may require
it (BPC- 1)

MATERIALS Stainless Steel and 
quality polymers

SIZE 400mm Diameter
450mm tall

WEIGHT 5kg ready to ship
COLOUR Black and Chrome
VOLTAGE 12vdc (transformer)
CAPACITY 3.4 Ltrs
APPROVAL UKCA, ROHS, 

EN 55032 
EN60950-1

FEATURES BASIC SPECIFICATION

WALL MOUNTED HAND AND SMALL OBJECT 
SANITIZER



EZISAN CD-1 COMPACT DESK

A hand and small object sanitizer
designed to operate where working space
is at a premium and a universal product is
equired.

Hands or objects are simply passed over
the CD-1 sanitizer and a strong mist is
automatically applied in a controlled area

It automatically times out to ensure the
best efficacy possible. A series of blue
lights illuminate the misting area to
guide you where to place your hands or
small object

An optional battery pack and charger is
available for customers who may require
it (BPC- 1)

MATERIALS Stainless Steel and 
quality polymers

SIZE 200mm Diameter
200mm tall

WEIGHT 2kg ready to ship
COLOUR Black and Chrome
VOLTAGE 12vdc (transformer)
CAPACITY 1.1 Ltrs
APPROVAL UKCA, ROHS, 

EN 55032 
EN60950-1

FEATURES BASIC SPECIFICATION

COMPACT DESK OR RECEPTION MOUNTED 
SANITIZER



EZISAN BP-1 OPTIONAL BATTERY PACK

An optional battery pack which allows
the use of the EZISAN in areas where
electric is not available or its unwise
to have trailing cables because of trip
hazards. The single battery will last
approximately 2500 operations before
the need to recharge. It is ideal for
light usage purposes. It comes with it’s
own charger and alloy security
mounting tray which can house the
battery and resist theft. There is also a
convenient 5v USB output for charging
cell phones etc.

Special extension lead sets can be
manufactured to order under request.

TYPE Lithium Ion

VOLTAGE 12v Main Output
5v USB output

INPUT 240v (Charger Included)

WEIGHT 0.9kg ready to ship
COLOUR Black
CAPACITY 6000Mah
APPROVAL CE, ROHS, 

FEATURES BASIC SPECIFICATION

DC BATTERY PACK SECURITY TRAY AND 
CHARGER (WITH 2A USB OUTPUT)



EZISAN EM-1 MINI WORKSPACE AND VEHICLE AIR SANITIZER

A low cost fully approved and tested
air sanitizer, certificated to BS/EN
standards ensuring a significant
reduction of viral and bacterial matter
enveloping staff in a safer working
environment and reducing the chances
of cross contamination.

Great for office workspaces of all
types, emergency services vehicles,
taxis, delivery drivers, clinics, shop
check out areas and any location
where people congregate.

Designed and made in the UK.

TYPE UV air treatment

VOLTAGE 12vdc operation

INPUT 12v  vehicle
240v (wall Adaptor)

WEIGHT 0.3kg  / 0.7kg
COLOUR Black
AIR FLOW 8.5 CFM
APPROVAL BS-EN Approved

ROHS, UKCA

FEATURES BASIC SPECIFICATION

VEHICLE DC OR AC POWERED



EZISAN CONTACTS

EZISAN  LTD

Unit E1 Torbay Business Park 
Western Bowl
Paignton
Devon   
TQ4 7HP
England

Note; Please discuss local tax, delivery times 
and shipping costs directly with your lcal agent 
before placing orders.

mailto:carlos@interclean.com.au
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